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CEO Statement

Solid profitability for Preem
Preem’s focus in 2017 was on safety, sustainability and investments. Its operations were
characterized by several large projects to strengthen competitiveness and efficiency.
Despite a volatile market and a planned turnaround in Gothenburg, our financial performance was among our strongest ever.
Preem operates in a cyclical market where both commodity
prices and product prices are subject to great fluctuation, and the
past few years have been no exception. Following the high levels
of 2014 when crude oil at times was at USD 114 per barrel, the
price hit a low of USD 26 in 2016. The goal for OPEC and Russia
has been to re-establish a stable price level for crude oil of over
USD 60 per barrel, which they have done a good job with so far,
as we saw an increase in crude oil prices during the year from
around USD 55 to USD 66.5 per barrel.
STRONG FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE

Preem’s operating profit for 2017 was SEK 4.5 billion, an 18 percent increase from 2016 and our second-best year ever – an
achievement we are proud of. The high capacity utilization of the
refineries is a contributing factor to this solid performance,which
in turn led to higher volumes of products produced and lower
environmental impact.
The Refining segment succeeded in maintaining consistent
operation during the year with few incidents and a well-conducted turnaround in Gothenburg. The turnaround involved
everything from replacing vessels and compressors, which
needed to be replaced given their age, to modernizing safety
systems.
The Marketing and Sales segment was highly successful in
solidifying Preem’s strong position in a market that is difficult
to predict. The segment’s financial performance for 2017 was
strong, with an operating profit of SEK 581 million. Store sales
continue to deliver, increasing by one percent in an otherwise
stagnating market. The expansion of Preem’s sales in Norway has
also been a success and gone significantly faster than expected;
we have already reached a market share of over 10 percent on the
Norwegian market through both organic growth and the acquisition of YX Bulk.
Preem’s third segment, Supply & Trading, is optimizing operations successfully by being flexible in its crude oil choices. The
combined operating profit for segments Supply & Refining was
SEK 3 339 million, which exceeded projections by SEK 1 063
million, largely due to better crude oil choices. Intensive efforts
are ongoing in Supply & Trading to secure purchases of HVO and
sustainable, renewable raw materials for Proem’s future production, as well as to obtain certification for our trade in green
products.

EMPLOYEES AND SAFETY

As employees across Sweden were given the opportunity to
share their opinion in Universum’s annual survey, Sweden’s Best
Employer, Preem came in second place in the Large Companies
category. Preem’s employees enjoy their fast-moving workdays
with several large ongoing projects. Our own annual employee
survey, the Preem Barometer, points in the same direction. In
2017, Preem’s eNPS value, which indicates the degree to which
employees recommend their employer to others, reached +40,
giving us one of the best eNPS values in Sweden. For me, this is
a testament to the strong sense of belonging and excellent teamwork at Preem.
I am also very pleased with the great progress in reliability
we have seen in recent years. In 2017, we had the lowest level
of absences due to accidents since we began tracking this metric: 1.0 per million hours worked. Yet, we naturally continue to
strive for ongoing improvement. Our safety efforts can always be
improved, and we will never be fully satisfied until we reach zero.
We can draw the conclusion that Preem’s employees go against
the general trend in Sweden toward increasing sickness absences
given that healthy attendance reached 97.5 percent for 2017, a 0.2
percent improvement from the already very high levels of 2016.
SUSTAINABILITY ON THE AGENDA

Preem has had sustainability high on the agenda for many years,
and it is by far one of our most important future issues. We work
continuously on transitioning our business to sustainable production. Preem is issuing a complete sustainability report for
2017 in compliance with the new requirements of the Swedish
Annual Accounts Act. I welcome this opportunity for increased
self-evaluation and believe it will lead to better transparency and
valuable insights. We are very satisfied with our results in some
areas, while in others we see potential for improvement and the
need to redouble our efforts.
FOSSIL VS. RENEWABLE

Preem set an ambitious goal to produce 3,000,000 cubic meters
of renewable products by 2030. As a percentage of our total production, this is equivalent to an increase from less than one percent now to over 15 percent. We have planned a series of investments for meeting our production goal, including the planned
construction of a hydrogen plant that will add 60,000 cubic
meters of renewable fuel to our production capacity. However,
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collaboration, standardization and statutory requirements are
needed to make this possible.
OUR INVESTMENTS

investments of this type require a clear political direction and
consistent policy instruments, which Preem has sought for years.
A law governing reduction of greenhouse gases will take effect
in 2018. This entails an obligation to cut greenhouse gas emissions
by blending biofuels into gasoline and diesel. The quotas as proposed will be gradually raised to achieve a 40 percent decrease
in carbon dioxide by 2030. All biofuels used in complying with
the law must also meet specific sustainability criteria. Tall oil and
forest residuals – which Preem primarily uses – have been highlighted as exemplary, while palm oil and PFAD are considered
non-sustainable raw materials. This is in line with Preem’s high
standards for the long-term sustainability of our raw materials and
our aim to not replace one environmental problem with another.
We can benefit from using the residuals of Swedish forests to
an even higher degree than we do now, such as by decreasing our
dependence on crude oil from other countries and by becoming
more self-sufficient in renewable raw materials. This creates new
green jobs and business opportunities in Sweden.
Passing the law on mandatory inblend system is a crucial step on
the road to a fossil-free vehicle fleet, but it is not enough. We think
that the bar should be set even higher, especially for gasoline. It can
be clearly seen that Preem has an interesting role in society, especially considering the great interest in visiting our refineries from
federal and municipal politicians. In October, Prime Minister Stefan Löfven paid a workplace visit to Lysekil, which gave us a good
opportunity to express our opinions on the future.
Preem sets high sustainability and traceability standards on
the renewal raw materials we use to produce fuel, which is made
possible by international laws and regulations. There is an inherent challenge in the lack of traceability in fossil supply chains
that makes the origin of the raw materials more difficult to verify; this is however a statutory requirement in the renewable
supply chain. The increased traceability requirements for fossil
raw materials are a step in the right direction, but international

As part of Preem’s efforts to increase renewable fuel production,
we are now in the middle of constructing the hydrogen plant at
the Gothenburg refinery. Hydrogen is a key component in renewable fuel production and the investment amounts to SEK 635 million. The plant is slated for commissioning in February 2019.
We are also expanding our capacity to increase vacuum gas oil
(VGO) production at the Lysekil refinery. VGO is a key raw material in gasoline and diesel production, and we currently import
around 50,000 cubic meters of VGO per month. The investment
will make Lysekil self-sufficient in VGO, and Preem will reduce its
heavy fuel oil production, replacing it with high-quality, desulfurized fuels. We will thus also be able to receive and upgrade heavy
fractions from other refineries in Europe that do not have our
modern refinery systems. The new plant will be completed in 2018.
We also worked on a feasibility study for building a residue
hydrocracker in Lysekil during the year. The new plant would
enable Preem to convert up to 90 percent of the heavy fuel oil
currently produced at the refinery into sulfur-free gasoline and
diesel. This investment is fully in line with Preem’s aim to optimize the use of all raw materials. The investment also complies
with the regulations on reduced sulfur content in shipping fuel,
which will decrease the market for heavy fuel oil.
OUTLOOK FOR 2018

It will be a big delivery year for Preem in 2018 as many of the
extensive projects of recent years are completed: the new hydrogen plant in Gothenburg, the increase in VGO production in
Lysekil and the modernization of our ERP system. In Lysekil,
the residue hydrocracker project will reach the end of its analysis, contract and design phases in 2018. Finally, we will dedicate
a great deal of energy and resources to preparing for the turnaround in Lysekil in 2019. An enormous amount of preparatory
work must be completed to secure the procurement of construction contracts and equipment.
I believe that we are well equipped for new market conditions
with many good years ahead of us. Our vision to lead the transition toward a sustainable society informs our long-term efforts,
and our values – innovation, responsibility and inclusiveness –
guide us in our daily activities.
In conclusion, I would like to thank all our employees for a
fantastic year. As always, they contributed their expertise, positive energy and great dedication. Together, we are working
toward our vision and solid results to ensure that Preem is a safe,
sustainable, engaging workplace.
Petter Holland
President and CEO
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Global change
Where will we be in 2030? Preem’s path forward is influenced by its own ambitions and by significant external
factors. Four strong external trends and the UN Global
Goals have served as guidance as we draft our plan for
2030. We will tell you more about them here.
The oil and fuel industries are in constant flux. They have been
characterized in recent years by considerable drops in crude oil
prices, higher global demand for gasoline and growing stocks of
crude oil and diesel. Extensive global energy changes, new environmental laws and changed industry regulations also have a
substantial impact on Preem’s business.
Preem needs to take a proactive approach if it is to cope with
all these changes and stay relevant. We can retool our refineries to develop new types of fuels – but the retooling period is
long. We therefore need to be aware of what is happening around
us today and how it could affect us tomorrow when planning
Preem’s future production. We see four external trends that will
have a major impact on the fuel industry by 2030.
1. GLOBAL ENERGY SUPPLY CHANGES

The technology behind solar and wind energy and battery storage
is getting better and better, the Paris Agreement is driving global
energy efficiency improvements, several cities and entire countries are discussing complete bans on combustion engines, and
stricter requirements are being set for shipping emissions starting in 2020. Changes such as these will combine to result in a
considerable decline in demand for high-sulfur heavy oils.
2. SWEDEN IS MOVING TOWARD A FOSSIL-FREE VEHICLE FLEET –
RAPIDLY

Sweden aims to be one of the world’s first fossil-free nations.
Working toward a fossil-free vehicle fleet is a critical success factor in achieving that goal. Sweden’s climate goals and new environmental legislation are shaping a market with strong growth in
renewable fuels and declining volumes of fossil fuel.
3. RENEWABLE FUEL GROWTH IN THE FOREST INDUSTRY

New legislation such as the mandatory green house gas reduction
on fuel provides added incentives for fuel producers to transition
to renewable production. Raw materials from Swedish forests
also hold great potential in the form of residuals from the pulp
industry and saw mills. These opportunities are stimulating new
business constellations and partnerships, especially in the Swedish business community.
4. DISRUPTIVE TECHNOLOGY IN THE AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY

New electric engines and hybrid technology may drive traditional
car combustion engines out of the market. Car pools, on-demand
cars and self-driving cars will grab an ever-larger share of the

market, and technology advancements in this area are progressing faster than previously expected.
UN GLOBAL GOALS

The Global Goals were adopted by the world heads of government
at the UN Summit in New York on September 25, 2015. With 17
goals and 169 subgoals, it is the most ambitious agenda for sustainable development ever adopted. World leaders have committed to achieve incredible things by 2030: eliminating extreme
poverty, reducing inequality and injustice, promoting peace and
justice, and resolving the climate crisis. Preem has a vision to lead
the transition toward a sustainable society and is working to help
achieve the UN Global Goals. We are currently primarily focusing
on the four goals that we think we can contribute to the most.
Affordable and clean energy
Being Sweden’s largest fuel producer, Preem provides
society with energy. In addition, we can and will lead the
transition to more sustainable fuel.

Climate action
Preem has one of the most energy and environmentally
efficient refinery systems in Europe, but we are still one of
Sweden’s largest carbon dioxide emitters. We can reduce
both our own climate footprint and that of others with investments in renewable fuel, energy efficiency improvements and
climate-offsetting activities.
Responsible consumption and production
We continuously strive to conduct our business in a more
sustainable manner. For example, our refineries are among the
most environmentally efficient in Europe. We make it easier
for consumers to make sustainable choices by producing more
sustainable fuels.
Decent work and economic growth
Preem’s development and production operations are conducted in Sweden under good working conditions. We are also a
large employer in rural areas. As a large Swedish company, especially in terms of exports, we contribute to economic growth.
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Our business and vision
Preem refines and sells gasoline, diesel, renewable fuels, heating oils and other products to companies and consumers in Sweden and abroad. Including personnel at our distributors and partners, over 3,000 people work under the Preem brand. Our value chain is based on three steps:
purchasing, refining and selling.

traffic and an extensive distribution network for direct sales via
depots. The remaining two-thirds, about ten million metric tons
annually, is exported. This makes Preem one of Sweden’s largest
exporters.
OUR VISION AND RESPONSIBILITY
Preem’s vision for the future is to lead the transition toward a sustainable society. To make this vision a reality, we use a strategic
framework based on our business concept, strategies, business plan
and values.
SITUATIONAL ANALYSIS LEADS TO SUSTAINABILITY FRAMEWORK

1. PURCHASING

Preem purchases crude oil and renewable raw materials from
around the world and sees to it that they are transported to our
refineries in Gothenburg and Lysekil. Which raw materials are
bought depends on many things, from economic conditions and
customer demand to price and raw material properties.

As Sweden’s largest fuel producer, Preem bears great responsibility in its efforts to reduce carbon dioxide emissions and transition
to a more sustainable society. We therefore conducted a situational analysis in 2017 of the expectations of our stakeholders in
several sustainability areas, such as the environment and sustainable supply chains. We used this analysis as a basis to create a sustainability framework with clear focus areas, aims and goals.
The sustainability framework is closely linked to Preem’s strategic framework.

2. REFINING

Preem’s refineries produce fuel and other products. The combined capacity of all Preem refineries is 18 million metric tons of
refined products, which is equivalent to 125 million barrels per
year. The Gothenburg refinery also refines renewable raw materials into diesel with a high proportion of renewable content.
3. SELLING

Preem supplies companies, industries and consumers with
renewable fuels, diesel, gasoline, heating oil, heavy oil, gas and
lubricants. Around a third of Preem’s production is sold in Sweden via roughly 570 fuel stations for private and commercial
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Our sustainability framework
Preem’s sustainability framework presents the areas that are most important for in our
sustainability efforts – our seven focus areas.

The focus areas of Preem’s sustainability framework are: sustainable products, sustainable value chains, the environment, climate,
health and safety, and being a responsible company. The seventh
focus area, stable economy, lays the foundation for long-term
sustainable management. We chose to divide our focus areas in
our reporting as follows: sustainable products, sustainable supply chains, the environment and climate, responsible company,
employees, and health and safety.

In the focus area Health and safety in the sustainability report, we have also
included the focus area Employees.

The sustainability framework lays out Preem’s vision for leading
the transition toward a sustainable society and pinpoints the issues
that are most important to Preem’s stakeholders and business. The
framework defines our aims and goals for each focus area and its
underlying subareas. These efforts are managed and followed up
over time at various levels of the company, first via our integrated

management system, and finally by Seniormanagement and the
Management Review, a quarterly forum. Read more about Preem's
integrated governance and follow-ups here.
MATERIALITY ANALYSIS LEADS THE WAY
Preem’s sustainability framework is based on a materiality analysis
with a stakeholder analysis and business analysis as key sources.
The stakeholder analysis was conducted in two steps, an internal
and external analysis. Analyses from existing dialogs were also
used in this process, including employee surveys and customer satisfaction surveys.

The internal analysis resulted in several highly prioritized sustainability areas, which in turn were weighed against business
value. The materiality analysis was then referred to key personnel at Preem for a broad internal dialog and subject to final adoption by Senior management.
Nine stakeholder groups participated in the external stakeholder analysis: employees, suppliers, customers, the Board,
partners, local communities, the government and its agencies,
banks and the media.
Employees highlighted health and safety, product liability,
atmospheric emissions, and discharges to land and water as areas
in which Preem should focus its sustainability efforts. Given that
health and safety is closely related to Preem’s employees, it is
understandable that they considered this area important.
Customers highlighted product liability, business ethics,
atmospheric emissions, and discharges to land and water as
important areas for Preem. Suppliers also pointed to product liability as a key area along with renewable fuel and resource efficiency. It is understandable that these areas were brought up;
given that Preem is a fuel company, many people think that we
should reduce our environmental and climate impact while handling our products responsibly. Station owners also called attention to product liability as a key area for Preem’s sustainability
efforts along with business ethics and energy security in Sweden.
Overall, the external stakeholder analysis confirmed Preem’s
materialities and focus areas.
Read more about our targets and outcomes in Appendix 1,
page 29.
Read more about our materiality map in Appendix 2, page 31.
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Governance and follow-up
All governance at Preem is intended to secure the company’s obligations to its stakeholders: owners, customers,
government/agencies, employees, financiers, partners
and local communities. This is a key part of Preem’s business goals and strategies.

internal requirements. The management system helps us incorporate our vision, our strategy and our values into everything we
do. It supports our entire business by laying the foundation for
high-quality decision-making processes and quick and correct
performance of activities. Further, the goal of the management
system is for the company to strive to continuously improve and
learn throughout the organization. The Group-wide deviation
management system is a key tool for this. The system is used for
incident reporting, improvement efforts and prevention of undesired events.
Preem’s management system ensures focus on safety, the
environment, quality, energy and other significant sustainability aspects. We have chosen to certify our management system
in several of these areas to ensure that the system is secure and
effective and to demonstrate this to our stakeholders. Preem’s
business is certified to standards including ISO 9001 for quality,
ISO 14001 for the environment, OHSAS 18001 for the work environment and safety, and ISCC for renewable fuels.
FOLLOW UP BY SENIOR MANAGEMENT

PREEM’S MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Senior Management bears ultimate responsibility for ensuring
the governance and progress of Preem's sustainability efforts.
They have a Group-wide management system at their disposal
that encompasses governance at various levels of the company.
These include the strategic level, which is based on the vision,
strategy, policies and values, and the operational level with
instructions detailing how inspections, audits and various types
of work are to be performed.
SUPPORTS OUR ENTIRE BUSINESS

The goal of the management system is to ensure that Preem’s
business is conducted in a secure, reliable, appropriate and effective manner. It also makes it possible for us to meet external and

Preem’s Senior Management governs and follows up its operations – including all sustainability aspects – through the quarterly Management Review forum. The agenda includes business
intelligence, following up key stakeholder requirements, following up operations and managing objectives, risks and opportunities, the results of internal audits, and deviation management.
These areas are used to present and prioritize areas for improvement as well.
SYSTEMATIC RISK MANAGEMENT MODEL

Preem has a systematic risk management model where risks
are identified, assessed, managed and followed up according to
a common model in various risk categories. Risk management
takes place at all levels of the company and serves as a key part
of its governance. At the operational level, we conduct daily risk
analyses, such as safety rounds and continuous review of whether
we are meeting our security stock obligation. At the strategic
level, Senior Management employs risk analyses and participates
in business and strategy planning.
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Our focus areas
Preem's vision is to lead the transition toward a sustainable society. In this section you
can read about our material focus areas and how we work within each area to reach our
vision.

Responsible
business

›

Employees

›

Health and safety

›

Sustainable
products

›

Environment
and climate

›

Sustainable
supply chain

›
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Responsible business
Being one of Sweden’s largest energy and transportation businesses entails a great,
twofold responsibility for Preem. We are responsible for ensuring the supply of our
products and making them available in Sweden – but also for developing new products
with less environmental impact.
also do our best to be a good
neighbor in the towns where
we have facilities.
Our facilities and head
office are not the only places
where you might find Preem
employees. We create jobs in
many rural areas thanks to
our network of roughly 570
fuel stations.
TRANSPARENCY AND
PUBLIC OPINION

LEADING THE TRANSITION TOWARD A SUSTAINABLE SOCIETY

Preem is Sweden’s leading fuel company. We refine and sell gasoline, diesel, renewable fuels, heating oils and other products to
companies and consumers in Sweden and abroad. Our two refineries in Gothenburg and Lysekil account for over 80 percent of
the Swedish refinery capacity. Around half of all fuel consumed in
Sweden comes from is produced by Preem. Seven out of ten freight
services run on our diesel and nearly half of Sweden’s industrial
companies get obtain their heating and energy products from us.
Simply put, our products are a key component in keeping public
transportation running and providing heating for schools and hospitals. We are also one of the companies with security stocks so we
which means that we are able to continue supplying energy to Sweden in case of unexpected events disrupting the supply of oil.
Being a large player in the Swedish energy and transportation
business means that we have a great responsibility regarding our
environmental impact. Our vision is therefore to lead the transition toward a sustainable society although we have just started
on this path, we believe that we can be at the forefront of this
transition. Our goal is to produce three million cubic meters of
renewable products by 2030 – the same year the Swedish government aims for the Swedish vehicle fleet to be free of fossil fuels.
Read more about how we plan to reach this goal with our renewable fuel efforts on page 17.
JOBS ACROSS SWEDEN

Preem has more than 1,400 employees. We count as many as
3,000 people among our ranks when including the personnel of
our distributors and partners. Our two refineries in Gothenburg
and Lysekil are home to 900 employees. In Lysekil, we are the
municipality’s largest private employer. We collaborate with the
municipality and support local associations and activities. We

Sustainable Brand
Index winner
Preem is putting a lot of effort

Leading the transition toward
into its sustainability initiatives.
a sustainable society requires
Therefore we take great pride
that Preem engage in open
in being named the most
dialog with politicians, the
sustainable fuel company in
automobile industry, research
the industry by the Sustainable
institutes and the residents,
Brand Index B2B Study.The
who are becoming increasSustainable Brand Index is the
ingly interested in the issues
largest sustainability study in
the Nordic region.
we tackle daily. Given our
important role in the fuel
industry, we know what the
potential for a sustainable transition is – and just as important,
we know what obstacles stand in the way. Therefore we shape
public opinion in order to obtain long-term political rules related
to sustainability, and welcome the mandatory inblend system
imposed by the Swedish government in 2017. Long-term rules
enable us to make the long-term investments required to transition our operations with renewable priorities.
TOWARD GREATER SELF-SUFFICIENCY

Many functions of the Swedish society as we know it currently
depends on crude oil imports. This means that we are required
to operate in foreign locations containing oil, even though many
of the major oil-producing countries differ from Sweden on key
issues like democracy, transparency and human rights. This is
another reason why Preem aims to increase the proportion of
renewable fuel in our production. We believe that in Sweden
there is a great possibility for us to become self-sufficient in
renewable fuels. We are working to increase self-sufficiency via
research, development and production of fuel from waste and
residue products originating from forestry and agriculture, both
on our own and in collaboration with others.
We strive to take responsibility throughout our supply chains
regardless of what country the products and raw materials we
purchase come from. Read more about these efforts on page 22.
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Our anti-corruption
and ethics efforts
Preem is a global importer and exporter of raw materials and products. We therefore highly prioritize
maintaining stable and proper business relationships with our suppliers and customers.
Active ethics and anti-corruption efforts are among the basic
requirements for maintaining sustainable business relationships.
Without these efforts, there would be a risk of bribery or the
formation of cartels, which in turn could undermine the industry. Corruption in a business also raises the risk of detrimental
effects on people and the environment.
Preem actively pursues efforts to prevent corruption in its
operations. We also attempt to reach out in our supply chains.
The foundations for these efforts are laid in our Business Ethics Policy and Code of Conduct. The Business Ethics Policy contains business principles in line with good business ethics, such
as healthy competition, proper marketing, and the avoidance of
conflicts of interest. The Code of Conduct denounces all forms
of corruption, bribery, fraud and restrictive trade practices in
breach of competition legislation.
ETHICS COMMITTEE REVIEWS POLICIES

Our Ethics Committee plays a key role in Preem’s ethics and
anti-corruption governance and controls. The Ethics Committee is a forum that reviews the ethics policies of the company and
their compliance. Key personnel of Preem are members of the
committee, such as the CEO and other members of Senior Management along with employee representatives from the trade
unions. The committee meets twice a year or when necessary.
ETHICS AND ANTI-CORRUPTION EFFORTS DURING THE YEAR

In 2017, we developed a new framework for internal controls on
Preem’s financial reporting. The framework requires that key
controls be tested and reported to Senior Management and the
Audit Committee on an annual basis. As part of our internal control of irregularities, we also conduct recurring fraud analyses
of supplier invoices and related records to prevent and discover
cases of fraudulent activity.
CODE OF CONDUCT FOR EMPLOYEES AND SUPPLIERS

Preem’s employees and suppliers are expected to adhere to our
Code of Conduct. In 2016 and 2017, we worked on collecting our
suppliers in one system where they confirmed that they have
read the Code of Conduct or had an equivalent code of conduct
approved by us. These efforts are ongoing, and we aim to bring all
suppliers into the system in 2018.
We will also create a new internal training program in 2018
that is focused on Preem’s Code of Conduct and Sustainability
Framework. The purpose is to raise awareness of the Code of
Conduct among all employees.

Preem also invested in training initiatives in 2017 to bolster
our internal ethics and anti-corruption competency. One example
is an e-course we conducted on bribes and permitted gifts. The
course is mandatory for all managers and employees who come in
contact with external parties in their work.
The percentage of relevant employees who took the e-course
“Bribes or permitted gifts – what are the rules?” was 74.6 in 2017.
The percentage was 97.4 in 2016, and the goal for 2017 was 100
percent. The reasons for the completion rate being low were a
high workload, and a change to a new IT system for courses.
WHISTLEBLOWER FUNCTION FOR SEVERE BREACHES

In addition to Preem's advanced reporting systems for corruption
and breaches, we continuously employ an internal whistleblower
function, which has been in place for more than 10 years. The
whistleblower system enables secure and anonymous reporting
of suspected severe breaches of both laws and internal company
rules. Reports are received by the head of internal audit and are
reported on to the Preem Audit Committee, which decides on
whether and how an investigation is to be conducted.
OUTLOOK

Preem’s ethics and anti-corruption efforts are subject to an
inherent challenge: the lack of traceability in the fossil supply
chain. As opposed to the renewable supply chain, where traceability is a statutory requirement, the fossil supply chain is not
subject to any international legislation on traceability. This
makes controls on the fossil supply chain harder – read more
here. We would like to see greater traceability requirements in
the fossil supply chain. However, international collaboration,
international standardization and statutory requirements are
needed to make this possible.
In addition to the activities Preem conducted in 2017, we have
identified a series of development opportunities for ethics and
anti-corruption. These include plans to appoint a compliance and
business ethics officer in 2018. This officer will be responsible
for compliance with the business ethics guidelines, and ensuring we are up-to-date and following up activities in this area. We
also plan to provide employee training in competition law in 2018
with a focus on cartel activities.
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Employees
work environment committees at each of our workplaces
serve as crucial forums for
progress.
PREEM BAROMETER SOARS TO
NEW HEIGHTS

The path to a sustainable company begins and ends with
its employees. Preem aims to be a safe, inclusive and
open workplace offering attractive growth opportunities
for all employees. This is best achieved in a company
with an open-minded culture characterized by diversity,
inclusion and internal mobility guided by core values.
MATERIALITY AND RISK

Preem has 1,400 employees in nearly 200 positions who are
advancing Preem’s daily business practices. Their health, commitment and skills are viewed as critical success factors for
Preem. Our goal is that our employees are healthy in body and
mind while they enjoy working at Preem – for their own sake
and the sake of our business. A strong employer brand is also a
key success factor when it comes to attracting the employees of
tomorrow. Active investments in the work environment, involvement, development and the well-being of our employees are of
highest priorities for us.
GOVERNANCE AND ACTIVITIES

Preem has a Safety, Health and Environment Policy stating that
no one should suffer an injury or become ill because of their
work. The policy has both hard and soft features, including the
physical work environment, but also matters such as ensuring
reasonable workloads, following up on goals and how to handle
workplace harassment.
Our Code of Conduct also touches on issues crucial in this
respect, such as freedom of association, discrimination and
working hours. The operations at our refineries are certified to
OHSAS 18000.
At Preem, we believe that systematic and continuous efforts in
the work environment serve as the foundation for a healthy work
environment. Preem’s systematic work environment efforts are
conducted in collaboration with our safety representatives. The

The Preem Barometer, our
Preem wins award
annual, anonymous employee
In 2017, Universum, a Swedish
survey, serves as a key tool
employer branding research
for following up the work
organization designated
environment of our employPreem Sweden’s second-best
ees and planning Preem’s
employer in the Large Companies category. The results are
future employee initiatives.
based on employee opinions
We use the Preem Barometer
of their current employer
to measure the work climate,
based on three factors: internal
employee satisfaction, leadidentity, satisfaction and loyership, values and employer
alty. We are incredibly proud
attractiveness.
of this award and will fight to
The Preem Barometer has
keep our top spot in 2018.
been in use since 2010. Managers reporting low results
have received assistance
from HR to actively address these issues. This has been working well, which is gauged in strong improvements displayed by
the Preem Barometer results in recent years. We are proudest of
the increase in the employee net promoter score (eNPS), a metric
showing the willingness of employees to recommend Preem as an
employer. The eNPS has gone from -19 to +40 in five years, while
the industry benchmark is +7. Preem is now among the companies with the highest eNPS in Sweden. However, the Preem
Barometer also shows that we still face challenges in areas such
as managing objectives and follow-ups, and we will continue
working to improve in these areas. In the future, we will also
add a new index to the Preem Barometer, the Psychosocial Work
Environment Index, which will measure the organizational and
psychosocial work environment.
THREE VALUES FOR A BETTER WORKPLACE

In 2016, Preem presented three core values of high importance to
us: responsibility, innovation and inclusion. These values should
be incorporated into every part of our business, including how
we treat each other at the workplace. For these reasons we try to
identify to which extent our employees share these values, but
also if they perceive that we put them in practice. In the beginning of 2017 we started following this up on a quarterly basis
instead of it being an annual occurance. Our index value for 2017
was 78, which means that 78 percent of our employees share our
values and perceive that we put them in practice. This represents
an improvement from 2016 when the index value was 76. The
goal for 2017 was 79 and for 2018 it is 82.
If a work group realizes that they are not living up to the values, this is handled by the most immediate manager who if
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deemed necessery can receive assistance from their HR business
partner. Many groups use Preem’s internally produced ethical
dilemma videos as a basis for group discussions. The duration of
the ethical dilemma videos are a few minutes and they focus on
a situation that could either breach or be in line with Preem’s values in various ways. We produced four new ethical dilemma videos on the topic of sexual harassment in late 2017 as the MeToo
movement took off.
REFLECTING SOCIETY BY DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION

It is important for a company with a major social role like Preem
to have employees that reflect society. We also strengthen our
innovativeness by being open to all differences. Inclusion and
diversity will therefore influence the road ahead for our business.
Preem has a diversity team consisting of select employees
from the entire organization. The diversity team meets every
other month and makes proposals for activities to increase diversity at Preem. The team prepares annual diversity plans and
reports. In 2015, it also prepared a long-term diversity strategy
to support us in our innovation efforts. Several strategic diversity
goals linked to Preem’s values were presented in connection with
this strategy. Two of the goals aim to foster a more even gender
distribution at Preem:
• Our aim is for half of the company’s white collar employees and
managers to be women by 2021.
• We would like at least 30 percent of our blue collar employees
to be women by 2030.
To achieve these goals, Preem has required since 2016 that at
least half of the final candidates in Preem’s recruitment processes
must be of the gender that is underrepresented in the segment.
The gender distribution among employees under collective
agreements, white collar employees and senior executives for
2017 was as follows.

Preem also seeks to increase the proportion of employees with
an international background. We have a particular focus on the
many newly arrived to Sweden in recent years. As a step in this
process, we will offer Swedish language training in 2018 mainly
geared toward potential refinery employees.
SKILLS DEVELOPMENT FOR THE FUTURE

Preem’s employer commitment states that skills development is
both an opportunity and a requirement, and we stand by that.
Each year, the managers at Preem review what form of skills
development they need in their work group, such as courses or
workplace training. Managers and employees set goals together
and plan what needs to be done for the employee to reach these
goals.
Managers also hold regular follow-up talks with all their
employees during the year. This provides an opportunity for
quicker feedback and the chance to consider any preferences or
challenges well in advance. This also goes hand in hand with
the Swedish Work Environment Authority’s regulations for the
organizational and social work environment, which prescribe
stricter rules for regular follow-ups since May 2017.
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TAILORED TRAININGS

Preem has a training catalog for employees. If there is sufficient
demand among employees, we also offer courses that are not in
the training catalog.
Preem seeks to drive change in the industry toward more sustainable fuels. This requires ongoing development and progress
in everything from engineering and operations to legislation and
research. Skills development will therefore be extra important to
us in the future, and it is one of the areas in which we now need
to take a broader approach. We plan to conduct a survey of future
skills needs that is linked to our strategic goals.
HEALTH AND HIGH HEALTHY ATTENDANCE

The sickness rates at Preem are generally low, and we are proud
of that. We measure healthy attendance, which reached 97.5 percent in 2017, exceeding our goal of 97 percent. Healthy attendance was 97.3 percent in 2016.
We also follow up on short and long-term cases of sick leave
throughout the company. For employees who have been on longterm sick leave or repeatedly on short-term sick leave, we conduct
a rehabilitation inquiry. The objective of this inquiry is to provide
support where needed to reduce the risk of recurring illness.
Preem refinery employees are given a checkup on the individual, group and organizational level every third year. This checkup
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includes medical tests and a survey on issues such as the work
environment, stress/workload and alcohol consumption.
Preem managers are responsible for the work environment
within their group and for ensuring that employees are in good
health and spirits at work. A manager can take “prehab” actions
to prevent illness and sick leave. Managers are also responsible for ensuring that the right rehab measures are taken when
needed. Support for these measures is available from our company occupational health service.
COMPANY OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH SERVICE FOR ALL EMPLOYEES

Certain work groups at Preem are exposed to greater physical
risks in their work than others. However, it is important that our
organization promotes good health for everyone who works for
us, whether at the refineries or the head office. Preem therefore
decided to do some reorganizing in 2017 to put responsibility for
the company occupational health service for all employees under
a single department. We will also shift the focus of our health
efforts from treatment to prevention. In 2018, we will begin staffing the new organization and initiating operations.
Read more about Preem’s employee safety efforts on page 14.
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Health and safety

Preem has a zero-tolerance attitude when it comes to health and safety. Zero tolerance means that no one should suffer
an injury or become ill because of their job, and that no accidents should occur that result in injuries to people or damage to environment or property. This applies to all parts of our business – in the refining, storage and transportation of
our raw materials and products. Putting safety first should always be second nature to everyone at Preem.
MATERIALITY AND RISK

Putting safety first should be incorporated into every part of
Preem’s business and this is a given considering the type of work
we do. We handle large quantities of flammable materials that
are heated and subject to high pressure. We also use chemicals
that can cause injury if handled incorrectly. Our refineries and
depots are subject to a risk of explosions, fires and spills. Employees in our business do heavy lifting and use advanced tools. We
must always keep safety in focus to protect our employees, our
facilities, and our immediate environment and neighbors.
GOVERNANCE AND ACTIVITIES

Preem’s operations are subject to extensive government regulations. Our refineries and some of our depots are classified as protective property, which means visitors to the site need to adhere
to special safety regulations. In addition, much of our safety
efforts are governed by our Safety, Health and Environment,
Policy. Our Code of Conduct also serves as guidance for safety
in collaboration with our suppliers by addressing issues such as
production liability and the work environment. The large contractor companies that work at our refineries are also subject to
special audits with a focus on the work environment and safety in
the context of procurement processes; these companies must be
approved before contracts are signed.
Preem’s management system ensures compliance with our
Safety, Health and Environment Policy, that all facility safety
requirements are identified, met and evaluated, and that
improvement measures are always being taken. Our refineries
are certified to ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18000, which
becomes ISO 45001 in early 2018.

EMPLOYEES – STEPPED UP SAFETY EFFORTS

Preem measures and sets goals for the number of absences due to
accidents per million hours worked. Up to now, Preem’s best year
in personal injury statistics was 2016, when the outcome was 1.4
as compared to 2015’s 2.1. We further improved this figure to 1.0
in 2017.
These improved results are related to Preem’s enhanced focus
on safety efforts over several years. In 2012, a safety climate
survey was conducted in the Refining business area and annual
days with focus on safety were introduced for all employees. The
Safety First concept was launched the following year to create a
positive safety culture within Preem. A newsletter called Säkerhetsnytt (Safety News) was also started at that time and is still
distributed each month.
In addition, we added more safety performance indicators
in recent years and follow them up internally. We have also set
goals for the number of reported deviations to reduce the risk of
deviations not being reported, which has been defined as a challenge. The reporting rate is currently rising as a positive result of
this new goal. These initiatives, and others, have contributed to
reducing the number of absences due to accidents in recent years.
MEASURING THE SAFETY CLIMATE

In 2017, we followed up the initial 2012 safety climate survey.
The safety climate survey measures issues such as how employees perceive the prioritization and management of safety efforts
at Preem and how employees see their own role in safety matters.
The results of the survey serve both as a report on the present situation and as a basis for future improvement.
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PREEM’S FACILITIES

The extensive risk analyses and safety audits conducted when a
new facility is built or when existing facilities are rebuilt serve as
the foundation for safety at Preem’s facilities. The general principle is to build facilities that are as safe as possible from the outset
and then continuously keep all risks under control. Several regular activities are conducted to maintain this control such as daily
monitoring, ongoing inspections and regular safety rounds.
Preem’s refineries are shut down every six years to enable
a complete overhaul of the facilities and their equipment. The
Gothenburg refinery was shut down for 48 days in 2017. A wide
range of work was performed by 1,700 employees and contractors, including inspections, x-ray checks, crack detection, cleaning and repairs.
MEASURING PROACTIVE SAFETY ACTIVITIES

In 2016, Preem introduced a safety certification
program for the contractors working on site during the refinery turnaround. The program defines
proactive safety activities that the contractors may
engage in during the turnaround to earn Preem’s
safety certificate. We believe in rewarding proactive initiatives such as these.
The ability to cope with a variety of potential crisis situations
is required for functional and well-established safety efforts.
Every year, Preem carries out several major safety exercises at
our facilities, which include simulations of fires or spills. We have
our own fire and rescue service at the Lysekil refinery with fire
trucks customized for gas fires.
All safety-related deviations that occur at Preem’s facilities
are investigated so countermeasures can be taken. In the event
of a severe incident at any of the facilities, we take a “timeout”.
We then inform affected employees via the Säkerhetsnytt newsletter, providing an initial indication of what needs to be considered. Then there will be an incident investigation with the results
being presented to the relevant persons in senior management,
who will decide what measures should be taken.
PREEM’S SUPPLIERS MUST MEET REQUIREMENTS

Preem’s numerous suppliers (contractors and subcontractors)
serve as our extended arm. It is critical that we both take responsibility for the well-being of our contractors and ensure that they
take safety as seriously as Preem’s own employees. Our Code of
Conduct serves as a key factor for assuring this in all our procurement processes. It also addresses work environment issues
such as those involving health and safety.
All Preem’s contractors must undergo basic training before
they can work at Preem’s facilities. Many of the contractors also
undergo specially tailored training for the part of the facility
in which they will perform work, and the drivers that load and
unload at Preem’s depots complete special training before they
begin working for us.
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SAFE TRANSPORTATION AT SEA AND ON LAND

More than 2,000 vessels depart from Preem’s ports every year,
and we do our utmost to ensure that every one of them reaches
their destination as safely as possible. Preem places heavy
demands on the shipping companies we sign collaboration
agreements with. For example, we require that ships on longterm leases are approved in accordance with Preem’s standards
for safety and technical equipment and that they have a double hull design and approved wastewater treatment. All tankers transporting cargo to and from Preem’s depots or refineries
are regularly vetted by inspectors for approval in line with our
requirements.
Preem’s road deliveries are conducted through
external logistics companies that have their own
well-defined safe driving requirements. In addition,
we impose our own requirements on suppliers, such
as alcohol locks on all road tankers and speed limiters
on all vehicles, set at a maximum speed of 80 km/h.
WE TAKE CUSTOMERS AND PRODUCT LIABILITY SERIOUSLY

Swedish legislation is among the strictest in Europe when it
comes to health-related product requirements. Far from all refineries can produce fuel that meets requirements such as the maximum quantity of carcinogenic aromatic compounds permitted
for use in Sweden – but Preem can. Preem also aims to exceed
the statutory requirements. For example, we were the first to produce an unleaded fuel after health problems associated with lead
emerged. We were also the first to develop a sulfur-free fuel and
have maintained much lower sulfur content in our diesel than the
average European diesel. Europe has begun catching up in terms
of sulfur in recent years, and we think that is great news!
OUTLOOK

Our intensive efforts to improve health and safety at Preem are
continuing. We have an ongoing investment project to increase
the number of installed fire and gas detectors in our refinery
areas to ensure early detection of any leaks or fires. Our monitoring program and regular plant inspections will remain just as
critical in the future.
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Sustainable products
Can a fuel company be part of the solution to the greatest challenge of our time, climate
change? We think so. Preem is now working hard to develop fuels that will have a significantly
lower climate impact when used. Our goal is to produce at least three million cubic meters of
renewable fuel by 2030. We think we can meet that goal thanks to innovations such as Preem
Evolution Diesel and Preem Evolution Gasoline, which work in modern engines.

GOVERNANCE AND ACTIVITIES
Renewable innovations

MATERIALITY AND RISK

Sweden has ambitious sustainability goals for the future. The
Swedish government has stated that the Swedish vehicle fleet
should be fossil-free by 2030. Preem welcomes these high ambitions. If we do not continue investing in the development of sustainable products, we will risk market irrelevance in the long
term. We also believe that we have a unique opportunity to take
the lead in this process.
Preem is a fuel company, not an oil company. As opposed to
most refineries, we do not have our own sources of oil; our business is based on purchasing raw materials and producing fuel.
The raw materials we purchase do not have to be from fossil
sources. Our refineries are already capable of using renewable raw
materials in production, and this capacity can likely be doubled
many times over under the right conditions. We already have the
expertise required throughout the value chain from raw material
to fuel. To put it simply, Preem has every opportunity to take a
leading role in the Swedish transition to a fossil-free vehicle fleet.
One of the greatest risks associated with Preem’s sustainable
products is introducing a renewable product that is not in compliance with the Swedish Act on Sustainability Criteria for Biofuels.
This would lead to non-compliance with the terms of the mandatory quota for green house gas reduction, which stipulates that
fuel suppliers must reduce greenhouse gas emissions from gasoline and diesel by 40 percent by blending them with sustainable
renewable products by 2030.

We have developed a series of exciting products to reduce Swedish fossil fuel needs since the launch of Preem Evolution Diesel in
2011. We redouble our efforts each year and nearly 20 percent of
the fuel we sell in Sweden is now renewable.
Preem’s most recent renewable fuel upgrade was Preem Evolution Diesel+ in 2016. At least 50 percent of this diesel consists of
renewable raw materials, while Preem Evolution Diesel contained
16 percent when it was launched in 2011. Preem Evolution Diesel+ was the first liquid fuel to receive the Nordic Ecolabel and
use of Preem Evolution Diesel+ instead of fossil diesel reduces
fossil carbon dioxide emissions by up to 46 percent.
A similar product called
Preem Evolution Gasoline
was launched in 2015. As with
our diesel, we aim to subsequently step up the percentage
of renewable content in our
gasoline.
In 2017, the use of Preem
Evolution fuels helped cut
SunPine at a glance
Sweden’s carbon dioxide emisSunPine is a world leader in
the production of second-gesions by 730,000 metric tons.
ISCC certification is closing the
gap to exporting renewable
fuels
Preem now sells renewable
fuel in Sweden and Norway,
but we are also planning to
export fuel with renewable
content in the future. We took
a key step in this direction in
the fall of 2017 by receiving
International Sustainability and Carbon Certification
(ISCC), a global certification
system for sustainable fuels.
This certification is required
for reselling purchased

neration reneable raw
materials. Tha plant produces
100,000 cubic meters of
crude tall diesel annually,
which is used in renewable
fuel produduction at Preem's
Gothernburg refinery. SunPine
is owned by Preem, Sveaskog,
KIRAM and Lawter.

3,000,000 m3
Our goal is to produce at
least three million cubic
meters of renewable fuel
by 2030.
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biofuels on the European market. Next up will be ISCC certification of the IsoGHT plant at the Gothenburg refinery to enable us
to sell our own renewable products on the European market.
Preem is always looking for new raw materials and technologies suited to the production of renewable fuels. The supply of
these raw materials could be one of our greatest challenges as
demand for renewable fuels increases in Sweden and around the
globe. Preem currently runs roughly a dozen research and development projects to find new raw materials and processes for fuel
development. We do this in collaboration with various institutions, universities and partners.
Choosing the right renewable raw materials
Which raw materials can, and should, be used in renewable fuels
is a complex question. We always conduct a review that goes
beyond applicable legislation when a new raw material of interest
is identified. Preem assesses raw materials from a variety of perspectives. Is the raw material economically sustainable? Is there
enough of this raw material? What are the technical, ethical,
political and environmental implications of production? What
risks may be associated with the product and its origin? We use
several guiding sustainability criteria in these assessments, three
of which are presented below.

• Renewable fuels shall have a favourable climate effect, that is,
entail a reduction of at lest 50 percent in emissions of green
house gases from a life cycle perspective.
• The production of the renewable fuel must not violate human
rights as defined by United Nations conventions. This includes
the prohibition of forced labor, requiring an employment contract and the right of workers to organize.
• The production of renewable fuels may not deplete water supplies or threaten biological diversity. This includes production
that may cause deforestation and/or other effective carbon
dioxide sinks.
Preem is focusing on sustainable and certified raw materials
available in Sweden, such as pyrolysis oils that can be made from
sawdust, or lignin, which is a residual from paper mills.
Tall oil accounts for a large share of the sustainable raw materials used in Preem’s renewable fuel production. It is a residual
mainly of the Swedish forest and paper industry and is one of
the most climate-efficient raw materials among those currently
available on the market. Tall oil is refined into crude tall diesel at
Preem’s jointly owned factory in Piteå, SunPine, which started up
in 2010. It is then refined into renewable diesel at Preem’s Gothenburg refinery.

The proportion of renewable content in sales was lower in 2017 than in
2016. This is mainly due to a decrease in the availability/blend of HVO and
to Preem product sales increasing in absolute terms.

Preem is also making a major investment in our business
development section. We plan for this organization
to be twice as large as it is now by the end of 2018,
so we can step up the speed and intensity of our
sustainable fuel research and development efforts.
New plant will increase production of renewables
Preem has begun planning a new hydrogen production plant at the Gothenburg refinery to
accommodate the increase in renewable fuel
production. Hydrogen is a key component in the production of
renewable fuels, such as Preem Evolution Diesel. We are also
planning another project that, together with new hydrogen production plants, will increase Preem’s renewable fuel production
capacity by 60 percent. The amount being invested is SEK 635
million and construction will be completed in 2019.
We need long-term regulations
Long-term political regulations on renewable content are needed
for implementation of Preem’s plan for 2030. The regulations
were short term when we first launched Preem Evolution Diesel
and we only knew the requirements for one year at a time. This
was not a financially secure foundation to build on considering
the investments required, but we made them anyway. We see the
mandatory green house gas reduction on fuels that enters into
force in 2018 as a shift toward more long-term legislation. This
will give us greater scope to make the investments and changes
required.

OUTLOOK

Preem has a vision to lead the transition toward a sustainable
society. Renewable sources currently account for less than one
percent of our total fuel production. But we are continuing to
develop fuels with an ever-higher proportion of renewable content, and we have our sights set high – this 1 percent should be at
least 15 percent by 2030.
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Environment and climate
Preem strives to stay one step ahead of its competitors
on environmental and climate issues. For instance, we
were among the first in the world to produce unleaded
gasoline and low-sulfur diesel, also we started producing
our own renewable fuels in 2010. At the moment we have
zero tolerance for severe environmental incidents and
continuously improve in areas such as product development, energy efficiency and use of resources.
MATERIALITY AND RISK

Preem’s undertakings include processes and products that can
cause severe environmental damage if handled incorrectly. Our
business still has an impact on the environment and climate
even when our work is impeccable (exemplary). Refining entails
energy-intensive processes and Preem’s refineries are among the
most energy-intensive basic industries in Sweden. This makes
our efforts to increase energy efficiency of the utmost importance
in reducing carbon dioxide emissions. We make a difference
for Sweden when we find ways of reducing our environmental
impact.
Our refineries are subject to far-reaching, statutory environmental and climate requirements, and we strive to ensure compliance with them daily. However, if Preem is to achieve its vision
of leading the transition toward a sustainable society, merely
complying with the requirements will not be enough. We must
exceed them.
GOVERNANCE AND ACTIVITIES

Preem requires an environmental permit to operate. Environmental permits are issued by the courts or by the Environmental
Permit Office at the County Administrative Board for activities
that meet various types of environmental impact requirements.
These requirements are based on national and EU legislation and
on Swedish and EU environmental targets.
Preem has a monitoring program in line with the Swedish
Environmental Code that insures compliance with the permit
requirements. We also submit monthly reports to the county
administrative board and other permit authorities. If Preem’s
emissions exceed the agreed limits, such as in connection with
an operational disruption, we follow up with an incident report to
the permit authority and with an internal investigation.
Policy and management system enables internal follow up
Preem also has an internal goal to maintain a margin of error
by being well under the environmental requirements set by our
environmental permit. These efforts resulted in the introduction
of Preem’s new Safety, Health and Environment Policy in January 2017. The goal of this policy is to strengthen and update our
safety, health and environment efforts. Preem’s management system helps us to stay on top of environmental issues based on the

policy, such as identifying, meeting and evaluating the environmental targets, and to make continual improvements. The management system is certified to ISO14001.
Environmental Aspect Model helps identifying
environmental impact
The “Environmental Aspect Model” serves as the basis for environmental issues in Preem’s management system. This model
uses Preem’s value chain to identify where our environmental
impact occurs and how we can work to reduce our negative environmental impact throughout the chain. The model thus also
serves as a basis for decision making on environmental targets
and other targeted activities.
The way Preem follows up its own environmental targets
serves as a good example of our ongoing improvement efforts.
Senior Management pursues strategic goals such as increasing
renewable fuel sales in its scorecards. It also uses a quarterly
management review to go over important environmental issues
as well as potential and ongoing environmental investment
projects.
Climate impact and atmospheric emissions
Preem’s business has a high environmental and climate impact,
both in terms of its operations and products sold. Carbon dioxide dominates atmospheric emissions. The climate is thus high
on our agenda and we work hard to measure and improve our climate impact. For instance, we monitor carbon dioxide emissions
from our refineries. Reducing nitrogen and sulfur oxide emissions is also a priority for us.
Thanks to our systematic climate efforts, Preem’s refineries
are among the most environmentally efficient in Europe. Compared with the average refinery in Western Europe, they emit:

17%

less carbon dioxide

60%

less nitogen oxides

88%

less sulfur oxides
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Decreased emissions through new technologies
Preem also monitors carbon dioxide emissions from our land and
sea transportation activities. Of Preem’s transportation activities, 93 percent are by sea, which is a more climate-optimized
method of transportation than trucks. But there is also room for
improvement there, and we continuously invest in new technologies and methods that can reduce our carbon dioxide emissions.
For example, we played a part in developing Tern Ocean, a new
type of vessel that Preem uses. Tern Ocean can run on liquefied
natural gas (LNG) and is currently the most efficient and environmentally optimized vessel in operation. In comparison to a
conventional vessel, Tern Ocean reduces sulfur oxide emissions
by 99 percent, nitrogen emissions by 97 percent, carbon dioxide
emissions by 40 percent and particulate emissions by 99 percent.
We also employ “slow steaming” to utilize our fuel more efficiently and reduce carbon dioxide emissions. Slow steaming
means that the vessel adapts its speed to arrive at its destination
port at an exact time instead of anchoring and waiting for a dock
to be available. In 2017, slow steaming reduced carbon dioxide
emissions by 960 metric tons, which is equivalent to around SEK
1.1 million in reduced fuel consumption.
Carbon dioxide emissions from Preem’s operations
CO2 total (kton)
CO2 Preemraff Lysekil
CO2 Preemraff Göteborg
CO2 Transport by sea and dock
CO2 Transport by land

2017
2,121.2
1,578.0
461.0
73.0
9.2

2016
2,154.4
1,560.0
504.0
81.0
9.4

2015
2,330.5
1,709.0
532.0
80.0
9.5

he table specifies total CO2 (kton) emissions for Preem’s business divided
between refinery, transportation by land and transportation by sea. The
decreases are results of more efficient transportation planning, increased
energy efficiency at the refineries and a higher share of natural gas instead
of hydrogen in production.

Discharges to land and water
In addition to atmospheric emissions, Preem’s operations can
cause discharges to both land and water in the form of spills and
wastewater. We always aim to conduct our operational processes
in a way that minimizes the risk of environmental impact and
environmental incidents. An example of our focus on safety is
that Preem’s ships on long-term leases must have a double hull
design to reduce the risk of spillage. The ships are not permitted
to be more than 20 years old.
Read more about our safety efforts on page 15.

Number of severe environmental
incidents

2017

2016

2015

0

1

3

Use of resources and energy consumption
A business’s climate and environmental impact is closely linked
to its energy consumption and use of resources. Preem’s refineries account for 80 percent of Swedish refinery capacity, and
fuel production is an energy-intensive industrial process. This is
why we always seek various ways to improve the efficiency of our
business.
Preem works continuously with energy mapping. In 2017, we
conducted detailed energy mapping of the Gothenburg refinery
with a focus on significant consumers of energy. We use the analysis to identify areas in need of improvement and invest in both
new technology and improved working methods. Similar mapping is planned for the Lysekil refinery in 2018.
Surplus heat becomes district heating
The energy mapping processes will be supplemented with
monthly follow-ups and analyses of our energy efficiency, which
will also be used as a basis for implementing improvements. Such
actions may include finding areas of application for the surplus
heat generated by our production processes.
We currently export surplus heat from Preem’s Gothenburg
refinery to the district heating network. We deliver 291 GWh of
heat, enough for around 20,000 homes, and an additional 220
GWh for industrial purposes.
We also use 41 GWh of surplus heat from the Lysekil refinery
and deliver some of it to the municipal district heating network.
However, we are not located as close to other industries in Lysekil
as in Gothenburg, so we are working on developing solutions for
handling and delivering more district heating. These efforts will
continue in 2018.

Total energy consumption (GWh)

The severe environmental incident measures major environmental incidents, that is, incidents that could lead to breaches of regulations or laws
(with Preem convicted of a crime) or could harm Preem’s brand. Preem had
0 incidents in 2017, which is an indication to the effectiveness of our efforts
to reduce the risk of environmental incidents.

2017
9,437

2016
9,787

2015
10,336

The table displays the energy consumption of the Lysekil and Gothenburg
refineries. The total energy consumption of the refineries is down from
2016.
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2015
78
81

increase if we relocate our production elsewhere. It would also be
detrimental for the environment since it might lead to higher levels of carbon dioxide emissions.

The energy intensity index (EII) is a benchmarking index where energy consumption is standardized so that all refineries can compare their efficiency/
energy intensity regardless of their size or complexity. A lower value means
that the refinery is more efficient, i.e. less energy-intensive. The results
speak to the effectiveness of Preem’s efforts to improve efficiency and thus
reduce energy use. The targets for 2017 were 80.5 in Lysekil and 86.6 in
Gothenburg.

New projects reduce environmental impact
Preem will continue improving processes and investing in new
technologies that make it possible to reduce our environmental and climate impact. The projects we are planning for coming
years include installation of a hydrogen production plant to enable increased renewable fuel production, installations to improve
atmospheric emission measurements and reconstruction to
increase the operating reliability of the wastewater treatment
plants.
Nevertheless, crude oil will always have a heavy environmental and climate impact no matter of the improvements we make
to the efficiency of our own business. Therefore, our future environmental efforts will also be focused on increasing the proportion of renewable raw materials in our production – read more
about this on page 17. However, finding sustainable alternatives
to crude oil in sufficient volumes remains a challenge.

Energy Intensity Index (EII)
Lysekil
Göteborg

OUTLOOK

2017
78
77

2016
83
76

Climate impact due to carbon dioxide emissions is a global issue.
We minimize our negative environmental impact by locating our
production in Sweden where environmental requirements are
the highest. Preem’s refineries are among the most energy and
environmentally efficient in Europe. In fact, our refineries emit 17
percent less carbon dioxide per quantity produced than the average refinery in Western Europe. Carbon dioxide emissions will
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Sustainable supply chain
Preem operates globally in a complex industry that is problematic in many ways. We
want to provide fuels to our customers in a sustainable manner by taking responsibility
for our supply chains, both the renewable and fossil chains. However, the conditions of
each supply chain differ greatly.

The renewable supply chain

›

The fossil supply chain

›

The Preem Code of Conduct in brief
The Preem Code of Conduct stems from Preem’s core values (responsibility, innovation and
inclusion), the UN Global Compact, the UN Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the UN
Convention on the Rights of the Child, the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises and the ILO’s eight fundamental
conventions. The Code of Conduct addresses issues such as environmental responsibility,
forced labor, child labor, freedom of association and anti-corruption.
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The renewable supply chain
from collective agreements to the work environment, and, naturally, it denounces issues such as forced labor, child labor and
discrimination.
Preem’s biofuels monitoring system, the Preem Sustainability
System (PSS), also plays an important role in our supply chain
efforts. The PSS is a part of our management system and contains
work processes that help us identify and assess potential raw
materials based on parameters such as technology, ethics, politics, finances, climate and market. Preem’s sustainability criteria, which are also contained in our Code of Conduct, guide these
efforts. Three of them are presented below.

MATERIALITY AND RISK

Preem’s vision is to lead the transition toward a sustainable society. One of our most important goals in realizing this vision is to
increase renewable fuel production and sales to reduce fossil carbon dioxide emissions.
New environmental targets and directives from Sweden and
the EU, such as the upcoming mandatory green house gas reduction on fuels, set clear requirements in terms of increased renewable proportions in the transport sector. The renewable supply
chain is heavily regulated; traceability and compliance with the
sustainability criteria for renewable fuels are required for operation in this market – and we see that as positive.
Certification and traceability make it easier to take responsibility throughout the supply chain. This reduces the risk of
human rights violations, deterioration of global food security and
depletion of natural resources. This also ensures sustainability
in the transition from fossil to renewable sources. We don’t want
to replace one environmental problem with another – we want to
develop truly sustainable solutions for the future.

• Renewable fuels shall have a favourable climate effect, that is,
entail a reduction of at least 50 percent in emissions of green
house gases from a life cycle perspective.
• The production of the renewable fuel must not violate human
rights as defined by UN conventions. This includes the prohibition of forced labor, requiring an employment contract and the
right of workers to organize.
• Production of renewable fuels must not deplete water supplies
or threaten biological diversity. This includes production that
may cause deforestation and/or other effective carbon dioxide
sinks.

GOVERNANCE AND ACTIVITIES

Supplier controls ensure compliance with sustainability criteria
We have been constantly on the lookout for renewable raw materials ever since Preem decided to invest in renewable fuels in
2008. Now we have a small number of suppliers of renewable raw
materials and fuel. We conduct a thorough assessment of a supplier’s operations, the product/raw material and its country of
origin before we start working with them.
We require that suppliers either be certified under one of the
EU’s certification systems or hold a Swedish sustainability certificate before we purchase renewable raw materials or products
from them. Preem conducts third-party audits in exceptional
cases where the supplier is considered critical to our business
but does not hold any EU-approved certification. The purpose
of these audits is to ensure the supplier’s compliance with the
Swedish Act on Sustainability Criteria.

Code of Conduct and monitoring system in the supply chain
Internally, we use the Preem Code of Conduct to guide our renewable supply chain efforts. The Code of Conduct covers everything

Joint sustainable development through follow up and audits
Preem will only approve suppliers if they have also approved our
Code of Conduct or have their own equivalent code of conduct.
We ask suppliers to complete a survey, so we can see if its business complies with the Code of Conduct, then we follow up the
survey with supplier dialogs and audits. If needed, an action plan
will be prepared and followed up at an agreed time.
Preem conducts regular assessment activities including dialogs, meetings and pre-announced audits after initiating a business relationship with a supplier. We have conducted audits of
most of Preem’s renewable suppliers. So far, none of the suppliers
have deviated from our Code of Conduct in such a way that we
stopped doing business with them. Our goal is to grow with our
suppliers and contribute to sustainable development together.

Preem’s renewable supply chain efforts are governed by the EU
Renewable Energy Directive (RED) and its implementation in
Sweden through the Swedish Act on Sustainability Criteria. Certification and a Swedish “sustainability certification” from the
Swedish Energy Agency are key factors for trading in renewable fuels. Preem has had a sustainability certification since 2011,
which attests that we comply with the Swedish Act on Sustainability Criteria. We have also been certified as a trader with storage under the International Sustainability Carbon Certification
EU(ISCC EU) since 2017. The ISCC is one of the EU voluntary
certification systems that ensures RED compliance.
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Ethically audited raw materials used
by Preem in biofuels (%)
Renewable fuel suppliers that have
approved the Preem CoC (%)
Suppliers audited (%)
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2017

2016

2015

100

100

50

100
33

100
17

100
0

Preem’s goal is to have audited all suppliers in the renewable
supply chain by the end of 2018.
Development process for renewables
Suppliers are not the only part of the equation for ensuring that
the supply chain for renewables is as sustainable as possible. We
also need to choose raw materials with the right climate effectiveness. The better the climate effectiveness, the more the environment will benefit. We must also consider the entire product
life cycle, that is, the social and ethical issues that development
of the product could contribute to throughout its life cycle. Read
more about our sustainable, renewable product efforts here.

OUTLOOK

Preem needs to identify more sustainable raw materials if it is to
meet future renewable fuel needs. This necessitates an ongoing
search for and assessment of new suppliers. Our greatest challenge is to rapidly expand Preem’s renewable production, so we
can develop our portfolio of renewable fuels. Preem is therefore
focusing on two major renewable activities in 2018: adapting our
business to the upcoming mandatory green house gas reduction
system and obtaining ISCC certification for our renewable diesel
production in Gothenburg.
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The fossil supply chain
Purchasing crude oil from nearby areas
Preem also takes a stand in the fossil supply chain by declining to
purchase certain types of crude oil. We do not buy crude oil from
Arctic waters, oil produced via fracking or oil from tar sands due
to the high environmental risks associated with these types of oil
production.
Approximately 80 percent of the crude oil purchased by Preem
comes from Russia and the North Sea area. Purchasing oil from
nearby areas means shorter distances and thus a lower risk of
accidents in comparison to purchasing from areas such as the
Middle East. Transport from Russia to Lysekil takes around
three days, while transport from the Middle East takes around
30 days.

MATERIALITY AND RISK

Preem buys an average of 400,000 barrels of crude oil each trading day from suppliers around the world. Crude oil is our absolute largest raw material for fuel production, and it is therefore
important that we can rely on our fossil supply chain. Production
and transportation of crude oil must be carried out professionally
with a focus on safety to prevent accidents that harm people or
the environment.
Monitoring how people and the environment are treated
throughout our fossil supply chain is one of the greatest challenges of our industry – a global challenge we share with all the
refiners and fuel distributors of the world. As opposed to the
renewable supply chain, the fossil supply chain is not subject to
any legislation on traceability. The current traceability requirements for petroleum products only apply to where the finished
product is produced, not the origin of the crude oil.
As a crude oil purchaser, Preem may know what country and
sometimes what area the oil comes from but tracing it to a specific oilfield is rarely possible. This makes it difficult to know
much about the conditions and situation at individual production sites and whether environmental issues or human rights are
neglected.
GOVERNANCE AND ACTIVITIES

The Code of Conduct is one of Preem’s main tools for securing
the fossil supply chain. Business partners of Preem are expected
to respect the Code and work to ensure compliance with its principles throughout the supply chain. Large companies within the
industry have similar documents that Preem may accept as an
alternative.
Preem worked on developing a system for the fossil supply
chain in 2017 where our suppliers either accept our Code of Conduct or produce a similar code that we review. The Code of Conduct was approved during the year by 5 percent of Preem's suppliers, which together account for 18 percent of Preem’s total purchased volume. Preem’s goal is for all suppliers to have approved
the Code of Conduct in 2018.

Supplier controls of new as well as existing crude oil suppliers
Trust is very important in Preem's fossil supply chain. Most of
Preem’s crude oil suppliers are companies we have worked with
for a long time and built strong mutual trust with over the years.
We have worked with our largest supplier for over 30 years. Our
trading organization conducts a background check of new business partners before we accept them to check for compliance with
our requirements in terms of professionalism and for reputable
and lawful conduct.
Preem also conducts audits of existing suppliers. In 2017, we
hired a consulting firm to conduct an external audit based on
information available in the media. The consulting firm assessed
Preem’s four largest crude oil suppliers, which together account
for 70 percent of Preem’s fossil purchases. The purpose of the
audit was to identify and report on the sustainability risks associated with the operations of the suppliers. The areas probed by
the consulting firm included the supplier's history, sustainability
efforts, sustainability policy, code of conduct and known sustainability incidents.
Among the sustainability risks pinpointed, it was revealed that
the suppliers operate in high-risk countries and some do not have
environmental management systems. Accusations have been
made against affiliated companys in areas such as tax evasion,
environmental damage and human rights violations. None of
these companies have conducted themselves in their relationship
with Preem in such a way as to prompt termination of the business relationship.
This audit helps Preem highlight and clarify the challenges in
the fossil supply chain in a practical manner and move forward
on the issues. A first step is to get all Preem’s suppliers to accept
the Code of Conduct.
Countries Preem trades with
Preem strives to purchase crude oil from countries that take
responsibility for the environment and working conditions. But
countries with the same requirements and standards as Sweden
in these areas, such as Norway, do not produce enough crude oil
to meet global needs.
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Challenges in sustainability
In 2017, Preem engaged external consultants to conduct a general review of the sustainability risks in the countries from which
Preem purchases the most. We also delved more deeply into the
regions considered most problematic from the perspective of
human rights, the environment, working conditions and corruption: Iraqi Kurdistan, Nigeria and Russia. The report revealed
that Russia, the country from which Preem purchases the most
crude oil, has several challenges in terms of sustainability. Corruption and human rights violations are real problems in Russia, as in other high-risk countries, and the oil industry is no
exception.
It is a general problem that most of the world’s largest oil-producing countries are known to have shortcomings in areas such
as human rights. Several of the oil-producing countries are also
considered dictatorships. However, there is an opinion in Sweden
that trade can contribute to positive development for the populations of these countries, and we share that opinion. Of course, we
comply with the Swedish regulations on trade sanctions on various countries.
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The availability of crude oil
Crude oil is the most traded raw material in the world, a
finite resource that can be extracted from a limited number of sites around the world. Russia and Saudi Arabia are
among the largest oil-producing countries in the world.
The US is also a large producer but has previously had an
export ban on crude oil. Canada has oil reserves in the
form of oil sands, which is expensive to extract and not a
good option for the environment.
The availability of crude oil in the North Sea is declining. Sweden has its own oil deposits outside of Gotland
that the Swedish government has chosen not to prospect.
Producing petroleum products based on Swedish crude
oil is therefore not an option. The quality of crude oil from
different countries also limits the number of potential
suppliers.

FUTURE GOALS

Unfortunately, no fuel company trading in fossil fuels at present
can claim to have a completely sustainable fossil supply chain.
This is a global dilemma that requires international legislation
and regulation to correct. Preem calls for international legislation in the fossil raw material chain equivalent to that of the
renewable raw material chain.
We are not large enough on the global market to take the lead
in making the changes required. But we support these developments and welcome partnerships and dialog with other companies and organizations.
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About the report

The Board of Directors and CEO of Preem hereby present the Preem 2017
Sustainability Report in accordance with the Swedish Annual Accounts Act.
The sustainability report applies to the entire Preem Group.
However, sustainability data will not always be presented for the
whole group. In such cases, the companies the information refers
to will be clearly specified.
This report is based on Preem’s sustainability framework
adopted in 2017. The framework is based on a materiality analysis, which identified Preem’s most critical sustainability areas.

The report includes the parts of Preem’s business that have the
greatest impact on a sustainability area. For example, this means
that the “Environment and climate” section focuses on refinery
and transportation operations, which is where impact on emissions and the risk of spills is the highest. Meanwhile, the “Health
and safety” section focuses on all parts of Preem’s business.
Read more about Preem’s materiality analysis and sustainability
framework here.
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MATRIX FOR PREEM’S MATERIAL AREAS

We prepared a simplified matrix below with links to each part of
the report, to increase understanding of how our material areas
are related to the new law. Measurement and calculation methods are described where needed in connection with the respective key performance indicator. Targets and comparative figures
are reported where applicable.
The basic data for Preem’s key performance indicators and
statistics are primarily obtained from Preem’s internal business

Area

Disclosure requirement

Business
model

The sustainability report must describe the
company’s business model

Policy

Policy results

Significant
risks

Risk
management

Performance
indicators

systems. The data reported is for the 2017 calendar year unless
otherwise specified.
The sustainability report has not been audited externally.
However, Preem’s business is audited regularly by internal and
external parties from a variety of perspectives, such as in connection with our certifications for the environment, quality, the
work environment and monitoring systems for renewable fuels.

General information

Environment

Governance and
follow-up (p. 8)

Environment and
climate, (p. 19)
Health and safety
(p. 15)

The sustainability report must describe the
results of the policy

The sustainability report must describe the
significant risks associated with the issues
and related to the company's business,
including, where relevant, the company’s
business relationships, products or services
likely to have negative consequences.

The sustainability report must describe the
company’s policy on the issues, including
audit procedures conducted

Personnel
and social issues

Human rights

Anti-corruption

Employees, (p. 12)
Health and safety
(p. 15)

The renewable
supply chain, (p. 23)
The fossil supply
chain (p. 25)

Our anti-corruption
and ethics efforts
(p. 11)

Environment and
climate, (p. 19)
Health and safety
(p. 15)

Employees, (p. 12)
Health and safety
(p. 15)

The renewable
supply chain, (p. 23)
The fossil supply
chain (p. 25)

Our anti-corruption
and ethics efforts
(p. 11)

Environment and
climate, (p. 19)
Health and safety
(p. 15)

Employees, (p. 12)
Health and safety
(p. 15)

The renewable
supply chain, (p. 23)
The fossil supply
chain (p. 25)

Our anti-corruption
and ethics efforts
(p. 11)

The sustainability report must describe how
the company manages the risks.

Governance and
follow-up (p. 8)

Environment and
climate, (p. 19)
Health and safety
(p. 15)

Employees, (p. 12)
Health and safety
(p. 15)

The renewable
supply chain, (p. 23)
The fossil supply
chain (p. 25)

Our anti-corruption
and ethics efforts
(p. 11)

The sustainability report must describe
performance indicators that are relevant to
the business

Mål & utfall
(se bilaga 1)

Environment and
climate, (p. 19)
Health and safety
(p. 15)

Employees, (p. 12)
Health and safety
(p. 15)

The renewable
supply chain, (p. 23)
The fossil supply
chain (p. 25)

Our anti-corruption
and ethics efforts
(p. 11)
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Targets and outcomes 2017
Targets and outcomes 2017
Target
Gross list, environment
Indicator

Unit

2017

kton

2,121.20

Long-term

2017/2018

Climate
Climate

CO2 total¹

N/A but each
segment has its
own CO2 target.

Energy use

Preem’s total energy consumption

Environment

GWh

N/A but each
segment has its
own CO2 target.

9,437.00

78.03

Best energy
intensity quartile
of European
refineries

80.5

EII

76.72

Best energy
intensity quartile
of European
refineries

86.6

quantity

0

0

0

Percentage of Preem’s fossil content where
supplier has approved Code of Conduct

%

18.00

2018
target 100%

Percentage of crude oil suppliers that have
approved the Preem Code of Conduct

%

5.00

2018
target 100%

Volume audited for human rights, social issues,
corruption and environmental issues

%

70.00

70

Percentage of renewable content in sales

%

16.80

17

Percentage of ethically audited raw materials
used by Preem in its biofuels4

%

100.00

100

Percentage of renewable fuel suppliers that
have approved the Preem Code of Conduct

%

100.00

100

Percentage of suppliers audited

%

33.00

100

%

74.60

100

EII2 Lysekil refinery

EII2 Gothenburg refinery
Severe environmental incidents3

EII

Fossil products

Sustainable
value chain

Responsible
business

Renewable fuels

Business ethics
Percentage of employees who have completed
the course Gift or bribe – what are the rules?
Organizational and social work environment
TEI5

78.00

Percentage of male senior executives6

%

73.00

Percentage of female senior executives

%

27.00

78
PREEM 2017
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32

Percentage of crude oil suppliers that have
approved the Preem Code of Conduct

%

5.00

2018
target 100%

Volume audited for human rights, social issues,

%

70.00

70

and– environmental
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Sustainable corruption
value chain

Responsible
business

30

Renewable fuels

Percentage of renewable content in sales

%

16.80

17

Percentage of ethically audited raw materials
used by Preem in its biofuels4

%

100.00

100

Percentage of renewable fuel suppliers that
have approved the Preem Code of Conduct

%

100.00

100

Percentage of suppliers audited

%

33.00

100

%

74.60

100

78.00

78

73.00

68

Business ethics
Percentage of employees who have completed
the course Gift or bribe – what are the rules?
Organizational and social work environment
TEI5

Health and
safety

Percentage of male senior executives6

%

Percentage of female senior executives

%

27.00

32

Percentage of male salaried employees

%

60.00

N/A

Percentage of female salaried employees

%

40.00

N/A

Percentage of male employees under
collective agreement

%

89.00

N/A

Percentage of female employees under
collective agreement

%

11.00

N/A

%

97.50

>97%

>97%

1.10

0.0

1.5

Health and safety
Healthy attendance7
Lost workday injury frequency (LWIF)8
1) Total CO2 emissions: refineries, transport by ship, transport by road tanker.
2) The Energy Intensity Index (EII) is a benchmarking index where energy consumption is standardized so that all
refineries can compare their efficiency/energy intensity regardless of their size or complexity. A lower value signals
greater efficiency, i.e., lower energy intensity, and is better than a high EII value.
3) The severe environmental incident metric measures major environmental incidents that could lead to breaches of
regulations or laws (with Preem convicted of a crime) or could harm Preem’s brand.
4) Indicates the percentage of audited renewable raw materials based on origin, ethics, transport, environmental impact
from a life-cycle perspective, availability, market and legislation.
5) The Team Effectiveness Index (TEI) measures the work environment in a group.
6) Senior executives are both senior management and other senior executives.
7) Indicates healthy attendance as the number of hours employees are present at work in relation to their regular working
hours.
8) Indicates accidents resulting in lost working hours. The frequency is calculated as the number of workplace accidents
that result in sick leave divided by million hours worked.
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Materiality map

HIGHER
HIGH

14

B
Energy security
in Sweden

7

HIGH

13

19

1

16

Renewable fuels

A

Health and safety

HIGHER

Stable economy

Sustainable renewable
supply chain
Effective use of resources

20

Climate impact
from products
Climate impact from the
organization

4

18

D

15

Communication and
Preem’s impact on society

21

Sustainable fossil
supply chain
9
5

Product responsibility

17

Business ethics
Transparent
12
communication and
stakeholder dialogue
Sustainable
assortment

6

Emissions to air, ground and water

8

10

Organizational and social
work environment
11

C

Energy use

Importance for Preem’s business (high - higher)

Crisis
management

Air quality and
noise pollution

Chemical management

E
Local communities

2

3

Materiality map
Importance to stakeholders (high - higher)

A

B

C

D

E

LEADING
Areas where Preem should be leading or among the
leaders in the industry ( based on a European
perspective).

COMPLETE & COMMUNICATE
Areas where Preem needs to have a clear
communication on the work that is being done to
the stakeholders.

EXECUTE
Areas that Preem needs to deliver on to ensure
business value.

MONITOR
Areas Preem need to monitor and take into account
as they involve a high risk to the business. Preem
does not have any measures connected to the areas.

MANAGE
Areas where Preem needs to manage and maintain a
good level for Preem not to risk its “license to
operate” or the brand. The areas will not give further
effect of being a leader in.
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